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1. Introduction
This document provides a high level assessment of eBook file formats with respect to long
term digital preservation. It is intended to provide a broad but shallow overview of formats
within the eBook sector in order to give context to more detailed single format assessments.
1.1 Scope
This document will primarily focus on the main eBook formats, taking into account eBook
format frequency in BL collections. It focuses primarily on preservation considerations with
respect to file formats and does not cover the broader preservation issues relating to
managing eBooks (such as licencing/ownership of commercially published eBooks).
Note that this assessment considers format issues only, and does not explore other factors
essential to a preservation planning exercise, such as collection specific characteristics, that
should always be considered before implementing preservation actions.
1.2 What is an eBook?
Wikipedia describes an eBook as “a book-length publication in digital form, consisting of text,
images, or both, readable on computers or other electronic devices.” Whereas the PDF format
captures the content and layout of a printed page in digital form, an eBook format is designed
to capture content in a manner that will be suitable for viewing on an electronic device,
whether that might be a desktop computer, a mobile phone or a dedicated eBook reader.
Predominantly text based material tends to be represented in a reflowable text [1] form,
allowing the rendering of an eBook to be tailored to viewing devices with different screen sizes
or resolutions. However, material that is more image-based or structured – such as
newspapers or graphical novels – is sometimes captured in a non-reflowable form (sometimes
known as fixed-layout or FXL [2]).

2. Background and market context
A broad impression of the evolution of these file formats and the market drivers influencing
their future
A variety of eBook file formats have emerged with the aim of representing a written work in a
form suitable for display on an electronic device, rather than the printed page. Beginning
primarily as a form dedicated to textual content, such as with the landmark Project Gutenberg
[3] in 1971, the market for eBook content has continued to grow and formats have been
developed to support still image, sound, video and other multimedia content.
The emergence in the late 2000s of dedicated eBook readers [4] with e-paper [5] displays
such as Amazon's Kindle [6] kick-started a commercial market for published eBooks. The
academic world has embraced this market, as have memory organisations who have
published content digitised from their archives. There is also a sizeable self-publishing
movement [7] taking advantage of the easy ability to create and publish eBooks. This has led
to the generation of supporting information, tools and services for creating and working with
eBooks [8].
In general, the market for eBooks has grown quickly with publishers announcing ever greater
proportions of sales via e rather than paper books. The latest Association of American
Publishers Bookstats survey stated that “eBooks grew 45% since 2011 and now constitute
20% of the Trade market, playing an integral role in 2012 Trade revenue” [9]. Predictions from
Price Waterhouse Coopers suggest eBook sales will overtake printed book sales by 2018 [10].
Despite these predictions, though, eBook sales fell for the first time in 2015 for the UK’s “big
five” publishers according to the Bookseller [11] [12]. Such reports should be interpreted in
context however - these sales are only part of the larger eBook publishing market, with
independent self-publishers not included in these figures; in other words they don’t necessarily
represent the overall state of eBook sales.
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3. eBook format evolution
A list of the main formats in this sector, descriptions of their key characteristics and notes on
relevant preservation issues
There are a considerable number of eBook file formats that exist within an evolving
marketplace. Although most formats utilise open standards to some degree, many also deploy
proprietary modifications and/or DRM schemes [13] to ring-fence their ecosystems which can
cause problems when an eBook publisher ceases trading [14]. Wikipedia provides a high level
overview of 30 different eBook formats [15] and more detailed descriptions of many of the
more popular formats can be found on the MobileRead wiki [16].
Despite Steve Jobs announcement in 2010 that "We use the epub format: It is the most
popular open book format in the world." [17], the current market situation has been widely
acknowledged as a 'format war', with a variety of suppliers, publishers and hardware
manufacturers pushing competing formats [18]. Kirchoff and Morrissey note the preservation
risks associated with this situation: “There are sometimes quite serious preservation risks
associated with the formats in which eBooks are created. This is particularly the case for
proprietary formats, particularly those closely tied to a particular commercial vendor’s
hardware platform and distribution system. The variants, deliberate and inadvertent, in even
standard eBook formats such as PDF and EPUB bring to mind the ‘browser wars’ which took
place in the early days of the Internet or the even earlier videotape format wars of Betamax
versus VHS” [13].

Figure 1: eBook file format family tree, centred on EPUB
A number of the major eBook formats share their roots in the same open standards, such as
XHTML, but divergence and incompatibility has subsequently been introduced in proprietary
versions. The origins of the EPUB format and it's relationships with a number of its significant
contemporaries highlights the complexity of the eBook format ecosystem. This is outlined in
Figure 1, although it should be noted that for practical reasons a number of related formats
have not been included!
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In 2011, the impact of the eBook format wars was viewed as a confusing situation for
consumers [19], with significant restrictions on usage of eBooks across different devices [20],
and an uncertain future for reader devices, publishers and the actual eBook file formats
themselves. Since then it could be argued that EPUB, PDF and Mobi are all strong formats in
their own right and by virtue of the popularity of Amazon’s Kindle device, the AZW/KF8/KFX
format.

4. eBook formats
A summary of the key formats with notes on their status and an impression of their
preservation worthiness
4.1 Main formats

eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and design

Status

Notes on preservation

EPUB
(.epub)

Based on Open
eBook.

The closest there is to an open
and well supported eBook
standard. Forms the basis for
several other proprietary
eBook formats.

Encouraging outlook for
preservation with some caveats
such as potential for DRM.

ZIP container with a
mix of XHTML,
CSS, XML and
other embedded
content (e.g. SVG
images).

EPUB 3 allows the creation of
multimedia items as it is based
on HTML5 and CSS3 [20]

Possibility of dropping support for
EPUB2 in EPUB 3.1+ with the
removal of NCX [21].
Good tool support including
characterisation/validation.
See (BL) EPUB File Format
Assessment [22].
DRM issues depending on the
book store (see Nook [14]).
Fixed-layout epub not reflowable
[23] and some fixed layout files
cause access problems [24]

Mobipocket
(.mobi,
.prc)

Has an origin in
both the PalmDOC
format (the .prc
version) and Open
ePub [25].

Official support for Mobipocket
hardware and software ended
when Mobipocket was
acquired by Amazon [26]. It is
currently used by Amazon with
a slightly different DRM
scheme and called AZW.
Ereader / PalmDOC was
originally an extension of this
format [27].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and design

Status

Notes on preservation

AZW (.azw)

Based closely on
EPUB version 2
with the addition of
DRM [28].

The Amazon Kindle's AZW
format is basically just the
Mobipocket format with a
slightly different serial number
scheme.

Potential for DRM a concern.

Introduced with Amazon's
Kindle Fire in 2011, and acts
as a replacement for Amazon's
AZW/Mobipocket format [32].

Potential for DRM and proprietary
nature of the format as well as the
use of non-standard HTML are
concerns.

In August 2015, all the Kindle
e-readers released within the
last two years were updated
with a new typesetting and
layout engine that adds
hyphens, kerning (improved
word spacing), and ligatures to
the text; e-books that support
this engine require the use of
the "Kindle Format 10" (KFX)
file format.

Can be converted to KFX using
Calibre [34].

KF8 (.aw3,
.kf8)

Based to some
degree on EPUB
version 3 but
divergent from that
standard [29], with
proprietary
extensions, some
non-standard
HTML and support
for backward
compatibility with
AZW [30].
Also known as
AZW3 [31]

Appears to be in the process of
being replaced by KF8.
Amazon uses AZW as a generic
term for Kindle eBooks so they
may identify only AZW as the
format supported but expect that
the device will also
support Topaz files (also called
AZW1) and perhaps others
(AZW4). However KF8 (also
called AZW3) will be specifically
identified if it is supported. [28]

E-books that support the
enhanced typesetting format
are indicated on the book's
description page. [6] KFX’s
new features are only visible
on devices that support the
new format [33].
iBooks
(.ibooks)

Based on the
EPUB version 3
with non-standard
CSS and other
proprietary
extensions [35].

Latest format launched from
Apple that diverges from the
EPUB standard. Described by
some as a deliberate tactic to
sabotage EPUB [36].
The iBooks format is created
using the authoring application
iBooks Author [20].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and design

Status

Notes on preservation

Portable
Document
Format
(.pdf)

Created by Adobe
and subsequently
ISO standardised.

Designed as a way of
representing a printed page in
a digital file.

Some concerns (DRM). See (BL)
PDF File Format Assessment
[38].

Often provided by publishers
as an alternative to their
preferred format.

PDF files are supported by almost
all modern eBook readers, tablets
and smartphones.

Support for reflowable text is
uncommon on mobile devices
[37].

However, PDF reflow based on
Tagged PDF, as opposed to
reflow based on the actual
sequence of objects in the
content-stream is not yet
commonly supported on mobile
devices. Such reflow options as
may exist are usually found under
"view" options, and may be called
"word-wrap" [37]

4.2 Other formats
Other less common, obsolete, unsupported or more document-based eBook formats include:

eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

Apabi (.xeb,
.ceb)

APABI is a format
created
by Founder
Electronics which
is popular in the
Chinese eBook
market [15].

The format can be read using
the Apabi Reader software,
and created with the Apabi
Publisher.

Apple Fixed
Layout EPUB
(.epub)

Apple proprietary
epub variant
released in 2010
as part of ibooks
1.2 [20].

Obsolete as its features were
replaced by EPUB 3 [20].

DRM issues.

BBeb (.lrf,
.lrx)

Broadband
EBooks (BBeb) is
a Sony
proprietary
format.

Replaced by a conversion to
EPUB in 2010 [39].

DRM issues.

Comic book
archive (.cbr,
.cbz, .cbt,
.cba, .cb7)

Type of archive
file designed to
aid the sequential
viewing of comic
books

Not a distinct file format, it is
normally made up of JPEG or
PNG [40]

Both .xeb and .ceb files are
encoded binary files [15].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

DAISY
DTBook /
Digital
Talking Book

Designed to
support
accessibility.

Via DAISY's participation in
the IDPF [42], DTBook and its
functionality has been
subsumed into EPUB.

Still supported by creation,
migration and viewing
applications [43].

Later versions
based on open
standards [41].

Software support could decline if
EPUB replaces DTBook, but the
existence of open source tools is
likely to mitigate major
preservation concerns.
DAISY is already aligned with the
EPUB open standard, and is
expected to fully converge with its
forthcoming EPUB3 revision [42]

DJVu (.djvu,
.djv)

Format
specialized for
storing scanned
documents

A compressed image format
[44], it includes advanced
compressors optimized for
low-colour images, such as
text documents.

Cannot be reflowed [45].

Individual files may contain
one or more pages [45].
DOC (.doc) /
DOCX
(.docx)

Word processor
format relating to
Microsoft's Word
application.

Not designed as an eBook
format but supports reflowable
text and is well supported by a
few eBook readers.

Some concerns including possible
security problems.

DOCX is an XML-based
version [15].
Ereader /
PalmDOC
(.pdb)

A special eBook
version of the
format used in
many of Palm’s
application.

In 2009, Barnes & Noble
implied that eReader would be
their preferred eBook format
but subsequently sold mostly
in EPUB format [15].

Concerns with DRM.

FictionBook
(.fb2)

An open XMLbased eBook form
at which
originated and
gained popularity
in Russia

Last release was in 2008 [46].

Single XML file.
No DRM.
Can be converted by Calibre [47].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

HTML

HTML is
the mark-up
language used for
most web pages.

HTML is not a particularly
efficient format to store
information in, requiring more
storage space for a given work
than many other formats.
“However, several eBook
formats including the Amazon
Kindle, Open eBook, Compiled
HTML, Mobipocket and EPUB
store each book chapter in
HTML format, then
use ZIP compression to
compress the HTML data,
images, metadata and style
sheets into a single,
significantly smaller, file” [15]

Displaying HTML files can be
complicated due to the wide
range of standards it
encompasses.

IBM created this
eBook format and
it was used for its
operating systems
[15].

The INF files were often digital
versions of printed books that
came with some bundles of
OS/2 and other products.

Compact and fast, it supports
images, reflowable text, table and
various list formats.

A Microsoft
proprietary online
help format,
consisting of a
collection of
HTML pages, an
index and other
navigation tools
[48].

The files are compressed and
deployed in a binary format
with the extension .CHM, for
Compiled HTML.

Microsoft LIT
(.lit)

Is only useable
with the Microsoft
Reader
application in
Windows [15].

Was discontinued at the end of
August 2012 [15].

Concerns with DRM.

Newton
eBook (.pkg)

More popularly
referred to as the
Apple Newton
book.

The Apple Newton was
cancelled in 1998.

Open format which was released
to the public prior to their takeover
by Apple [15].

eBooks using
HTML can be
read using a Web
browser.
The specifications
for the format are
available without
charge from
the W3C [15].

INF (.inf)

Microsoft
Compiled
HTML
Help (.chm)

Many of the features supported,
such as forms, are not relevant to
eBooks [15].
Potential for DRM issues.

Initially limited to a dedicated
viewer and compiler; open source
viewers did appear later [15].

The format is chiefly used for
software documentation [48].
Replaced by Microsoft Help 2.

All systems which
run the Newton
Operating System
can access these
(e.g. the Newton
Messagepad)
[15].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

Open
eBook/Open
Electronic
Package
(.opf)

Legacy XMLbased format.

Now somewhat obsolete in
terms of current usage, but
support remains in key
software applications [49].

Still supported by migration and
viewing applications.

Open XML
Paper
Specification
(.oxps, .xps)

OpenXPS is an
open specification
for a page
description
language and a
fixed-document
format developed
by Microsoft in
2006 [50].

In June 2009, Ecma
International adopted it as
international standard ECA388 [51].

It is deliberately limited to
sequences of: Glyphs (a fixed run
of text), Paths (a geometry that
can be filled, or stroked, by a
brush), and Brushes (a
description of a shaped brush
used to in rendering paths). The
chance of the accidental
introduction of malicious content
is therefore lessened [15].

Plain text
(.txt)

No formatting
options (contains
only ASCII or
Unicode Text)
[15].

The first eBooks in history from
Project Gutenburg were in this
format.

Does not support DRM.

Plucker
(.pdb).

Offline Web and
free eBook reader
for Palm
OS based
handheld devices,
Windows Mobile
(Pocket PC)
devices, and
other PDAs [52].

Website doesn’t seem to have
been updated since 2007 [53].

Concerns with DRM.

Postscript
(.ps)

A page
description
language used in
the electronic and
desktop
publishing areas
for defining the
contents and
layout of a printed
page [54]

Developed by Adobe but has
been around since 1982.

Common in Unix environments.

Forerunner of
EPUB based on
open standards
[49].

Many office printers directly
support interpreting PostScript
and printing the result [54].
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

Rich Text
Format (.rtf)

A document file
format from
Microsoft that is
supported by
many eBook
readers

Format still maintained but not
updated since 2008 and has
discontinued enhancements
[55].

Widely supported, reflowable and
easily edited.
It can be easily converted to other
eBook formats, increasing its
support.
Some concerns with malware
issues [55].

SSReader
(.pdg)

TEI Lite
(.xml)

TomeRaider
(.tr2, .tr3)

The digital book
format used by
the Beijing
Superstar Electric
Company digital
library company
[15].

A proprietary raster image
compression and binding
format, with OCR plug-in
modules.

A XML-based text
electronic text
format which is a
customisation of
the TEI (Text
Encoding
Initiative)
encoding scheme
[15].

TEI is a consortium which
collectively develops and
maintains a standard for the
representation of texts in
digital form and has been
running in some form since
1987.

EBook reader and
cross-platform
reference viewer
for handheld
devices. Versions
available for
Android, Windows
Mobile (aka
Pocket PC),
Palm, Psion,
Symbian, iPhone
as well as
Windows PCs
[57] [15].

TomeRaider was created by
UK company, Yadabyte.

A detail of the format has not
been published [15].

The company scanned a huge
number of Chinese books in
the China National Library [15].

Has adoption amongst a large
number of projects and
universities [56]

First version of TomeRaider
was developed in 1999,
developed up to TomeRaider
version 3 [57].
No longer supported or
developed [58]
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eBook
format

Notes on format
origin and
design

Status

Notes on preservation

Topaz (.tpz)

Rare Amazon
format for Kindles
(also known as
AZW1).

The format is unrelated to
AZW or MOBI despite both
using the PalmOS container
format and contain
Amazon DRM [59].

Proprietary format with Amazon’s
DRM.

It is the output of
an automatic
conversion of
scanned text
images with each
page being a
separate
document [59].

Reflowable. [59]

4.3 Multimedia and Enhanced EBooks
A multimedia (also known as complex or enhanced) eBook is a combination of media and
book content formats. The term is used in contrast to media which “only utilise traditional forms
of printed or text books” [15]. Multimedia eBooks could include a combination of text, audio,
images, video or interactive content formats.
Some of the formats being used to produce enhanced eBooks in this changing landscape
include:






Next generation EPUB (EPUB3) and Kindle (including KF8) formats
Interactive PDF format
Apps for mobile devices (e.g. Apple OS/Android OS/Windows OS)
Fixed layout eBooks
Web apps [60]

All the above five formats/technologies can integrate multimedia content (audio and video) with
restrictions placed on them by which audio or video formats the reader application associated
with it can play.
The KF8 format is a special case because despite audio and video integration being possible,
it cannot be played back on Kindle devices - only via the iOS app on Apple devices (strangely
not on the Android version). It does have a proprietary function allowing image magnification
as pop-ups though (particularly useful for digital graphic novels) [20].
EPUB3 offers options for dynamic content (dialogues, animation) but only as an option due its
probable lack of support across all reader devices.
Apple’s iBooks offers generally the same options as EPUB3 [20].

5. eBook Readers
A summary of main portable hardware devices for viewing eBook formats
The main devices currently available are:






Amazon Kindle: Kindle (AZW, TPZ), TXT, MOBI, PRC and PDF natively; HTML and
DOC through conversion [17]
Apple iPad: EPUB, PDF, HTML, DOC (plus iPad Apps, which could include Kindle and
Barnes & Noble readers) [17]
Barnes & Noble Nook: EPUB, PDB, PDF (no longer on sale in the UK as of March
2016 [61])
Kobo: EPUB, PDF, HTML, DOCX, TXT [4]
Sony Reader: EPUB, PDF, TXT, RTF; DOC through conversion [17]
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Wikipedia provides a more detailed and intensive comparison of eBook readers including file
format support information for readers current and obsolete [4].

6. Adoption and Usage
An impression of how widely used the formats are, with reference to use in other memory
organisations and their practical experiences of working with the format
To date, few national libraries have experience with ingesting and processing eBooks, often
due to a lack inclusion within legal deposit provision. Here are some examples of current
practice:
On behalf of the UK Legal Deposit Libraries, the British Library has been collecting eBooks
under legal deposit since 2013 [62]; with PDF or EPUB the preferred formats. The Library’s
Publisher Submissions Portal guidance states the Portal currently supports the following file
formats: PDF, Microsoft Word and EPUB 2 [63].
The Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF – National Library of France) does have a
complete legal deposit chain for eBooks. Their e-distribution agent acts as a facilitator for the
library, ensuring the files are maintained in an open format (PDF and/or EPUB) so that
conversion to proprietary formats never occurs and DRM is not applied [65].
The National Library of the Netherlands (KB) has no legal deposit legislation to support the
receipt of eBooks, but their policy of voluntary collection asks that in exchange for making the
eBooks restricted to on-site users DRM is removed from eBooks deposited from contributing
publishers. Current formats received include PDF and Microsoft Word and an expectation to
receive content EPUB2 and EPUB3 [13].
The Library of Congress only has a small percentage of their eBook collection available in
digital form [64]. It is still at the start of introducing eBooks to its collections, mainly because
they are not included in their interim regulations for electronic legal deposit. It does also
receive some PDFs, and their collections include content in HTML/XHTML, XML/TEI and
EPUB2 formats [13].

7. Preservation Risk Summary
A summary of preservation risks
As previously stated, this is a high level assessment providing an overview of eBook formats
and not intended to provide detailed risk accounts for each; consult the individual format
assessments for risk summaries specific to each format.
A few main formats, both open source and proprietary in nature, have risen to the forefront of
the eBook formats landscape. These formats continue to develop, however, as they do there is
potential for divergence from existing standards or updates that affect backwards compatibility.
Use of DRM and the proprietary nature of some formats both pose a long-term preservation
concern, hindering access. Rendering support may be tied to specific eBook reader
devices/applications; conversion from these formats to an open eBook flavour (e.g. EPUB)
may not be trivial.
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